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Abstract—Wireless sensor networks are popularly used in IoT
applications. It is essential to save energy of sensors on reporting
data. Though many routing methods have been developed, how to
well integrate packet routing with data compression is not much
discussed. Hence, we propose an event-aware hierarchical routing
with differential compression (EHR-DC) scheme. It groups sensors
and selects a cluster head (CH) in each group to manage routing
and compression. In normal times, sensors transmit data to their
CHs, which are condensed by exploiting spatial correlation. When
events appear, sensors adaptively forward data to nearby CHs to
raise the efficiency of compression. Through simulations, we show
that EHR-DC outperforms other methods in terms of network
lifetime and the amount of sensing data retrieved by the sink.

Keywords—compression, event, hierarchical routing, spatial
correlation, wireless sensor network (WSN).

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor network (WSN) is the core part of Industry

4.0 and IoT [1], which comprises many sensors capable of self-

organization. Each sensor gathers data from the surroundings

and reports them to the sink. Various WSN-based applications

are developed, including visual surveillance [2], unmanned ve-

hicles [3], health care [4], air-quality evaluation [5], interactive

shopping [6], and agriculture applications [7].

In a large WSN, sensors report data to the sink via multihop

relays. The closer to the sink a sensor is, the more data it has to

relay. Due to their size limitation, sensors are usually powered

by compact batteries. When recharging batteries is infeasible,

how to save energy of sensors on relaying data is critical [8].

Thus, the routing method plays a key role on deciding network

lifetime, as those sensors beside the sink will quickly run out

of energy, which disconnects the sink from the WSN [9].

On the other hand, data compression is a popular technique

to diminish the amount of data sent by sensors. This technique

exploits the correlation of sensing data to merge and condense

them, which can be temporal or spatial [10]. Temporal corre-

lation indicates that the data produced by a single sensor may

have just small fluctuation for a short while. Spatial correlation

means that the sensors in close proximity would collect similar

data. By discarding redundant information, multiple packets of

sensing data can be compressed to cut the transmission cost.

This paper aims to combine packet routing with data com-

pression to extend WSN lifetime. Considering that sensors are

simple devices [11], we propose a lightweight scheme called

event-aware hierarchical routing with differential compression

(EHR-DC). For ease of management, EHR-DC divides a WSN

into grids and chooses a CH in each grid to do the routing job

based on its estimated residual energy. Through a differential

idea, the CH merges data sent from members by using spatial

correlation. If an event occurs, some sensors in the event region

change to send packets to neighboring CHs, so as to facilitate

compression by raising correlation of data gathered by them.

To balance loads of sensors, CHs will be reselected regularly.

Simulation results show that EHR-DC greatly extends network

lifetime and makes the sink get more data. Our contribution is

to develop a lightweight routing scheme efficiently combined

with data compression for performance improvement, which is

fit for resource-constrained sensors and helps save their energy.

II. RELATED WORK

Ad hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV) is a well-known

routing method and it has many variations [12], where a sensor

finds the sink by flooding route requests. Like AODV, a few

routing methods build shortest paths to reach the sink. In [13],

each sensor estimates the cost for sending packets to the sink.

A sensor can relay packets if it is on the minimum-cost path.

Gradient-based methods [14] assign a height to every sensor to

reveal its hop count to the sink. The gradient of each link is the

difference between heights of its endpoint sensors, and packets

will be routed along large-gradient links. Given the locations

of sensors, geographical routing methods [15] let each sensor

forward its packets to a neighbor closest to the sink. However,

sensors on popular shortest paths will exhaust energy quickly.

Thus, some methods consider energy of sensors when finding

paths. In [16], when a sensor gets a route request, it checks if

residual energy is twice more than the energy spent to forward

packets. If so, the request is sent to neighbors, or discarded

otherwise. Fradj et al. [17] estimate the energy cost to forward

one packet from a source to a target through every relay node,

and choose the node with the lowest cost to relay packets. In

the residual energy based multipath routing (REBM) method

[18], a sensor asks the neighbor with more energy and fewer

children to relay its packets. However, those sensors with more

initial energy would be imposed with a heavy load on routing.

In hierarchical routing methods, parts of sensors are desig-

nated as CHs to handle packet routing. Low energy adaptive

clustering hierarchy (LEACH) is one representative with many

successors [19]. They ask each sensor deciding whether to act

as a CH through a probability. Other nodes then send packets

to their nearest CHs, which will be relayed to the sink directly



or in a multihop manner. Liang et al. [20] organize a WSN

into rings, and select one CH to gather data from sensors in

each ring. Several methods consider energy of sensors in the

selection of CHs. The work [21] picks CHs based on residual

energy and link degree of each sensor. Kumar et al. [22] pick

a sensor to be a CH if it has more energy than its neighbors.

A node ranking clustering algorithm (NRCA) [23] divides the

sensing field into grids and chooses a sensor with more energy

and shorter distance to the sink as the CH in each grid. As can

be seen, how to exploit data compression for CHs to decrease

the amount of data transmissions is not addressed.

Few studies apply compression to existing routing methods.

For example, [24] assumes that every k packets can be merged

into a compressed packet and uses this compression scheme in

AODV. Each sensor decides whether to encapsulate packets by

itself or send them to a neighbor to speed up compression, with

the aim of reducing packet latency. The study [25] combines

LEACH with data reduction, where each sensor keeps a copy

of the recently sent packet. If more than 50% of data bytes in a

newly generated packet are the same with the previous packet,

the sensor sends to the CH merely different bytes along with

a code to show which bytes are different. However, both [24]

and [25] disregard the impact of events. This motivates us to

develop EHR-DC that can modify routes when events appear,

so as to facilitate compression and extend network lifetime.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

Let us consider a sensing field where sensors are uniformly

deployed and form a connected WSN. All sensors are identical

in hardware and battery capacity, which produce the same kind

of sensing data allowed to be merged together and compressed.

The sensing field is partitioned into grids beforehand. Through

some positioning approaches [26], the locations of sensors can

be obtained. Thus, every sensor knows which grid it resides in.

Events could appear at anytime and anywhere. Once detecting

events, sensors would generate sensing data whose values have

large differences with those produced in normal times.

A sensor spends energy on generating, sending, and receiv-

ing data. When a sensor si produces an l-bit packet of sensing

data, it consumes an amount of energy [27]:

ẼG(si, l) = (uG

i × cGi × tGi )× l, (1)

where uG
i , cGi , and tGi denote the voltage, current, and time

required by si to create the packet, respectively. When si sends

the packet to a node sj , si takes an amount of energy:

ẼS(si, sj , l) = [αT

i + αA

i × D̂(si, sj)
2]× l. (2)

Specifically, αT
i and αA

i are the power for si’s transmitter and

amplifier to send a bit, and D̂(·, ·) is the distance function. Let

βj be the power for sj’s receiver to get a bit. Then, sj should

spend an amount of energy to take the packet:

ẼR(sj , l) = βj × l. (3)

Our objective is to develop a routing scheme along with data

compression to maximize WSN lifetime, which is defined by

the period since it starts working until the first sensor dies.

IV. THE PROPOSED EHR-DC SCHEME

The description of EHR-DC includes three parts as follows:

Section IV-A addresses how to select a good CH in each grid

and when to select it. Section IV-B discusses routing strategies

in normal times and when events appear. Then, the differential

compression (DC) scheme is proposed in Section IV-C.

A. CH Selection

Since the CH has to route packets on behalf of other sensors

in a grid, we should pick a node si to act as the CH based on

two conditions: 1) si has the most energy and 2) si can spend

the least energy to do the routing job. Let T be the length of

a period and r be the sensing rate of sensors. We compute the

next-period energy (NPE) of each sensor si by

Ẽi = ei − Tr × ẼG(si, l)− [
∑

sj∈Ŝ\{si}
Tr]× ẼR(si, l)

− ẼS(si,NHi, σ
∑

sj∈Ŝ
Trl), (4)

where ei is the current energy of si, l is the length of a normal

packet, Ŝ is the set of all sensors in the grid, NHi is the next

hop of si, and σ is the compression ratio. In Eq. (4), the term of

Tr×ẼG(si, l) is the energy used by si to generate its sensing

data in a period, the term of [
∑

sj∈Ŝ\{si}
Tr]×ẼR(si, l) is the

energy for si to collect sensing data from all other sensors, and

the term of ẼS(si,NHi, σ
∑

sj∈Ŝ Trl) indicates the energy for

si to send encapsulated data to its next hop.

By applying Eqs. (1), (2), and (3) to Eq. (4), we obtain that

Ẽi = ei − ζ1[ζ2 + σ(αT

i + αA

i × D̂(si,NHi)
2)]. (5)

Here, ζ1 = Trl and ζ2 = uG
i × cGi × tGi + (|Ŝ| − 1)βi, where

|Ŝ| is the number of sensors in the grid (including si). Since

sensors are homogeneous, which means that all coefficients in

Eqs. (1), (2), and (3) are the same for each sensor, ζ1 and ζ2
must be constants. Thus, both ei and D̂(si,NHi) are the only

variables in Eq. (5). For practical implementation, a sensor can

use two constants ζ3 and ζ4 to simplify Eq. (5) as follows:

Ẽi = ei − ζ3 − ζ4D̂(si,NHi)
2, (6)

where ζ3 = ζ1ζ2 + σζ1α
T
i and ζ4 = σζ1α

A
i . In Section IV-C,

we will analyze the ratio σ. By keeping the values of ζ3 and

ζ4 in the local memory of sensors, the calculation of NPE can

be significantly reduced.

Furthermore, we have to decide the next hop (i.e., NHi) for

si. It is expected to be the CH in adjacent grids (including the

diagonal ones) that is closest to the sink. However, this solution

may not be feasible, as we have not known the CHs in adjacent

grids yet. Instead, we consider using the center of an adjacent

grid that is closest to the sink to be NHi. As for the grid right

beside the sink, NHi will be the sink. In this way, each sensor

can also store the value of D̂(si,NHi)
2 beforehand, thereby

further reducing the complexity of calculation in Eq. (6). Then,

the sensor with the maximum NPE will be chosen as the CH.

Evidently, when a sensor serves as the CH, the expenditure

of its energy will be raised. To avoid such sensors exhausting

energy quickly, we should periodically reselect the CH in each
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Fig. 1: Data forwarding in EHR-DC.

grid. One possible approach is to compare the CH’s energy and

the average energy of sensors in the grid. If the former is below

a ratio of the latter, the CH should be reselected. Unfortunately,

this approach requires the CH to acquire residual energy of all

members in the grid, which incurs extra message overhead. To

address the issue, we let a sensor si record its energy whenever

it starts serving as the CH (denoted by eBi ). Once the current

energy of si falls below eBi /ξ, where ξ > 1, which means that

si has consumed much energy on doing the routing job, it will

ask to reselect the CH to conserve energy. The suggested value

of ξ is within [2, 3), so si can reserve at least one half of its

energy (in terms of eBi ) while resulting in a low frequency of

CH reselection. Notice that if si possesses very little residual

energy (e.g., less than 5% of its initial energy) but si is chosen

as the CH again, it implies that every sensor in the grid actually

holds pretty low energy. In this case, we ask si to keep acting

as the CH, until it uses up energy. Doing so can avoid wasting

extra energy on CH reselection in this special case.

B. Data Forwarding

In EHR-DC, packets are routed in a grid-based manner. Let

hk be the CH of a grid Gk. In addition, we call the grid beside

the sink the proximal grid. Fig. 1 gives an example, where the

proximal grid is G12. Evidently, the proximal grid will be the

last step of each routing path in the WSN.

For a grid Gk where no events occur, each sensor directly

transmits its sensing data to hk. Afterwards, hk combines and

encapsulates these data into a compressed packet by the DC

scheme discussed in Section IV-C, and forwards this packet to

a neighboring CH, say, hk+1 that is closest to the sink. If the

next grid of hk+1 is not the proximal grid, hk+1 will then pass

the packet to its next-hop CH based on the above procedure.

Otherwise, hk arbitrarily picks a node (may not necessarily

be the CH) in the proximal grid, and sends the packet to the

sink via that node. Fig. 1 illustrates two examples. In grid G3,

all members send their data to h3. After encapsulating them,

h3 forwards one compressed packet to the sink along the path

h3 → h8 → s7 → sink. On the other hand, h11 chooses sensor

s8 to relay its packet in the proximal grid. The reason why

we randomly choose a node in the proximal grid to relay data

is to avoid burdening the CH in the proximal grid with too

heavy load (as the proximal grid is the last grid to the sink).

Doing so helps achieve load balance in the proximal grid.

When an event occurs, a different routing strategy should be

applied to those grids covered by the event region. Let us call

a sensor which detects the event a type-D sensor. Otherwise, it

is called a type-N sensor. Since there exists a remarkable gap

between their values, it is inefficient to combine and compress

the sensing data generated by different types of sensors. Thus,

if a gird contains different types of sensors, we have to bypass

their data to different CHs, so as to make sure that each CH can

collect the sensing data with high correlation (i.e., produced

by the same type of sensors).

Suppose that the event region covers Nc grids (for conve-

nience, these grids are called event grids). We choose ⌈Nc/4⌉
CHs whose grids contain the most number of type-D sensors

(called leader CHs). Then, each type-D sensor forwards its

data to the nearest leader CH. An example is shown in Fig. 1,

where G2, G5, G6, G7, G9, G10, and G11 are event grids.

Since Nc = 7 and ⌈7/4⌉ = 2, we pick both h6 and h10 to be

leader CHs, which collect data from nearby type-D sensors.

As for each type-N sensor, say, sx in event grids, there are

three cases to be considered, depending on its CH hy:

[Case 1] hy is a leader CH. Since hy collects data from type-

D sensors, sx has to forward its data to the closest non-leader

CH. Grid G10 in Fig. 1 illustrates an example, where s6 should

send its data to h11 (instead of h10).

[Case 2] hy is not a leader CH but it is a type-D sensor. In

this case, sx can send its data to hy for compression. However,

hy needs to forward its own sensing data to the nearest leader

CH. In Fig. 1, gird G9 gives an example. Sensors s3, s4, and

s5 send their data to h9 for compression. When h9 generates

its own sensing data, the data should be forwarded to h10.

[Case 3] hy is neither a leader CH nor a type-D sensor. This

case is similar to case 2, but hy will combine its own sensing

data with sx’s data. Grid G5 in Fig. 1 presents one example,

where h5 will merge its sensing data with the data sent from

s1 and s2 (as they all belong to type-N sensors).

Then, Theorem 1 analyzes the maximum length of routing

paths (in hop counts) constructed by EHR-DC.

Theorem 1: Given m×n grid partition for the sensing field,

the longest routing path contains (max{m,n}+ 1) hops.

Proof: Without loss of generality, we assume that the sink

locates at the bottom-right corner of the sensing field. Thus,

the longest routing path must originate from the top-left grid.

This path first passes through each diagonal grid, followed by

some grids in the bottom row. Take Fig. 1 as an example, the

longest routing path will pass through grid G1, G6, G11, and

G12. Since it takes one hop to cross a grid, the aggregate hop

count is thus max{m,n}. However, this path could start from

a sensor in G1 (when G1 is not an event grid) or a node in

G2, G5, or G6 (if they are event grids), we have to add one

more hop in the length, thereby proving this theorem.
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C. Differential Compression

Consider that a CH hy collects the sensing data from a set

Ŝ of sensors, where Ŝ may or may not include hy (depending

on the three data forwarding cases discussed in Section IV-B).

Let us denote by V̂ the set of values of these data. Specifically,

the value of the sensing data given by a sensor si ∈ Ŝ will be

vi ∈ V̂ . Then, hy encapsulates data in V̂ into one compressed

packet, so as to save the transmission overhead. To do so, we

propose the format for compressed packets as given in Fig. 2.

In particular, we choose the smallest value vx in V̂ to be the

reference (Ref.) value. The compressed packet will be “packet

header, sx, vx, si1 , vi1 − vx, si2 , vi2 − vx, · · · , sik , vik − vx”,

where si1 , si2 , · · · , sik ∈ Ŝ . Here, since each difference (Diff.)

value must be non-negative (as vx is the minimum value), there

is no need to add one signed bit in each Diff. value field. In

this way, we can save the space in the packet’s payload.

In Fig. 2, we denote by lPH, lID, lRV, and lDV the length of

packet header, Ref./Sensor ID, Ref. value, and Diff. value, re-

spectively. Here, lPH depends on the communication protocol.

To reduce lID, we design condensed IDs for sensors (discussed

later). The condition of lRV ≥ lDV must hold, as the Ref. value

field keeps the complete value of sensing data while the Diff.

value field stores merely a difference. Lemma 1 estimates lDV.

Given the maximum payload size Pmax, Theorem 2 analyzes

the compression ratio σ.

Lemma 1: Let Dmax be the maximum difference between

values of any two sensing data. Then, lDV is ⌈lgDmax⌉ bits.

Proof: To avoid overflow, we have to guarantee that

2lDV ≥ Dmax ⇒ lDV ≥ lgDmax. (7)

Thus, we derive that lDV = ⌈lgDmax⌉.

Theorem 2: The compression ratio is

σ =
lPH + lID + lRV + ϕ(lID + lDV)

(ϕ+ 1)× (lPH + lRV)
, (8)

where ϕ = ⌊(Pmax − lID − lRV)/(lID + lDV)⌋.

Proof: Observing from the format in Fig. 2, the payload

includes one Ref. value (together with the Ref. ID) and ϕ Diff.

values (together with their Sensor IDs). Since the maximum

payload size is Pmax, it is guaranteed that

lID + lRV + ϕ(lID + lDV) ≤ Pmax ⇒ ϕ ≤
Pmax − lID − lRV

lID + lDV

In other words, one compressed packet actually carries infor-

mation of (ϕ+1) packets of sensing data. If we do not apply

the DC scheme, the CH has to relay (ϕ + 1) uncompressed

packets, each with a length of lPH + lRV (i.e., packet header

+ complete value of sensing data). In this case, the amount of

data sent by the CH will be Ψn = (ϕ+1)× (lPH + lRV). On

TABLE I: Parameters used in the simulation.

parameter value

area of the sensing field 1000 m× 1000 m (with 10× 10 grids)
communication range 150 m
packet length 20 bytes (uncompressed)
battery capacity 6480 J

coefficients in Eq. (1) uG

i = 1.5V, cGi = 25mA, tGi = 0.25 ms

coefficients in Eq. (2) αT

i = 50nJ/bit, αA

i = 100pJ/bit (per m2)
coefficient in Eq. (3) βj = 50nJ/bit
time interval sensing: 1800 seconds, event: 10800 seconds

the other hand, the total length of one compressed packet is

Ψc = lPH + lID + lRV +ϕ(lID + lDV). Thus, the compression

ratio σ is Ψc/Ψn, which is exactly the same with Eq. (8).

A smaller σ value in Eq. (8) implies that the efficiency of

data compression is better. From Lemma 1 and Theorem 2, it

is apparent that σ decreases as the maximum difference Dmax

reduces. That explains why we need to bypass the sensing data

generated by type-D and type-N sensors to different CHs for

compression, as mentioned earlier in Section IV-B. In this way,

we can improve the performance of our compression scheme.

The last issue is about IDs of sensors. To reduce lID, we

design a grid-based short addressing (GSA) method. Consider

that one sensor is referred as the jth sensor in a grid Gi. This

information is known by the sink since sensor deployment and

grid partition are conducted beforehand. Then, its ID will be

the combination of i and j. For example, suppose that there

are 100 grids and each grid contains at most 10 sensors. Given

an ID of 01100101001, it means that this sensor is the 9th one

(referring to the last 4 bits) in grid 50 (referring to the first

7 bits). As compared with some traditional solutions such as

using 48-bit MAC addresses to be IDs, the GSA method can

efficiently reduce lID. Theorem 3 estimates lID by using GSA.

Theorem 3: Given m×n grid partition, GSA guarantees that

lID = ⌈lgmn⌉+⌈lgNmax⌉ bits, where Nmax is the maximum

number of sensors in a grid.

Proof: Based on Lemma 1, it requires ⌈lg φ⌉ bits to store

data whose maximum possible value is φ. Since there are mn
grids and each of them contains no more than Nmax sensors,

lID will thus be ⌈lgmn⌉+ ⌈lgNmax⌉ in the GSA method.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the simulation, we consider a sensing field where sensors

are randomly deployed and form a connected WSN. The sink

is placed on its bottom-right corner. Table I lists all parameters.

Three routing methods mentioned in Section II are selected for

comparison, including AODV [12], REBM [18], and NRCA

[23]. Besides, we compare EHR-DC with two routing methods

that involve data compression. The LEACH-DR method [25]

applies data reduction to LEACH. The grid-based routing with

DC (GRDC) method is similar to EHR-DC, except that sensors

always send data to their CHs (even if there are events). Here,

GRDC is used to highlight the superiority of EHR-DC in terms

of dynamically changing routes when events occur.

A. Effect of the Number of Sensors

Fig. 3(a) gives network lifetime, where there are 300 to 800

sensors and two events appear in the sensing field. In AODV,
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Fig. 3: Performance evaluation by varying the number of sensors.

sensors spend more energy on flooding route requests. Besides,

AODV always builds the shortest paths to the sink, so sensors

on these paths would relay lots of data, thereby running out of

energy quickly. Hierarchical routing methods including NRCA

and LEACH-DR solve this problem by picking CHs to route

packets, where LEACH-DR outperforms NRCA by using data

compression. REBM selects sensors with more energy to relay

data, so it has longer lifetime than the above methods. Through

carefully choosing CHs and encapsulating packets by DC, both

GRDC and EHR-DC can greatly raise lifetime. In fact, EHR-

DC further extends 20% of lifetime than GRDC, which shows

the benefit of adaptively changing routes as events occur.

Fig. 3(b) then presents the amount of sensing data received

by the sink (in megabytes). If data compression is applied, we

measure the amount of data after the sink extracts compressed

packets. In general, the longer the lifetime is, the more data the

sink gets. An exception is REBM, and we will give the reason

later. Since GRDC and EHR-DC have much longer lifetime

and they use DC to compress data, both of them substantially

increase the amount of data retrieved by the sink. Moreover, as

EHR-DC flexibly varies routes when events appear, it further

increases 29.3% of received data than GRDC, which validates

its effectiveness on routing packets.

In Fig. 3(c), we study the aggregate hop counts of all routing

paths in the WSN. If a route is longer, the probability of packet

loss (e.g., due to data collision in the MAC layer) will increase

[28]. For hierarchical routing methods (i.e., NRCA, LEACH-

DR, GRDC, and EHR-DC), since most sensors forward data

to CHs directly, these methods can decrease routing paths than

AODV. On the other hand, REBM prefers choosing a neighbor

closer to each sender as its relay node, which makes a routing

path contain many hops. This situation becomes more serious

when there are more sensors. In this case, many packets would

be actually lost in REBM. That is why REBM makes the sink

get the least amount of data in Fig. 3(b).

B. Effect of the Number of Events

Fig. 4(a) compares network lifetime by varying the number

of events, where there are 400 sensors. As can be seen, EHR-

DC achieves the longest lifetime, followed by GRDC, REBM,

LEACH-DR, NRCA, and AODV. When there are more events,

the diversity of sensing data will increase accordingly. Thus, it

becomes not easy to find adequate (nearby) CHs for sensors to

send packets to improve data correlation. That is why network

lifetime in EHR-DC decreases as the number of events grows.

Evidently, the worst case occurs when each sensor has to send

data to its CH even if there are events. Thus, EHR-DC will at

least have the equal lifetime with GRDC (if we keep increasing

events), which is still longer than that of other methods.

Fig. 4(b) shows the amount of sensing data received by the

sink. Similarly, the received data in EHR-DC decreases when

there are more events. As compared with other methods, EHR-

DC allows the sink capturing many more data, which verifies

that the routing strategy in EHR-DC can indeed work well with

our compression approach proposed in Section IV-C. Finally,

the result in Fig. 4(c) shows that EHR-DC also reduces lengths

of routing paths than both AODV and REBM, just like other

hierarchical methods (i.e., NRCA, LEACH-DR, and GRDC).

VI. CONCLUSION

Sensors have limited energy but they have to keep reporting

data to the sink via multihop relays, so energy-efficient routing

is imperative to lengthen WSN lifetime. This paper proposes a

lightweight, efficient EHR-DC scheme to well integrate packet

routing with data compression. In each grid, the sensor with

the maximum NPE is designated as the CH to route packets

for other nodes. It then encapsulates multiple packets to save

the transmission cost by the DC method. When sensors detect

an event, they can adaptively forward data to neighboring CHs

to improve the efficiency of compression. Simulation results

validate that EHR-DC not only prolongs network lifetime but

also increases the amount of data sent to the sink, as compared

with AODV, REBM, NRCA, LEACH-DR, and GRDC. As for

the future work, we will consider the effect of obstacles in the

sensing field [29]. Moreover, it deserves further investigation

to take account of the mobility of sensors [30].
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